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Hi, I am Xuanning from China.  
  
I’m going into my third year studying Mathematics and 
Economics. Before coming to UK, I also spent four years in 
Singapore and as an international student, I have experienced 
many difficulties myself, such as homesickness or cultural shock, 
so I can definitely relate to that. In my free time, I play tennis and 
yoga quite often.  
 Feel free to contact me about anything, whether you are going 
through any difficulties or just want a chat! 
  
x.fang12@lse.ac.uk 

 

 

 

Hi, my name is Joey and I am a third-year law student. I am from 
Southampton, in the South of England and I have lived there all 
my life until moving to London for university.   

I am quite a relaxed person and love being outdoors. I am happy 
to meet wherever you like if you want to chat just say the word. 
Whatever it is you are struggling with I am happy to listen and be 
supportive.   

J.Field1@lse.ac.uk  

 

Hi! My name is Athmaja, a second year law student from Dubai.  I 
love reading, listening to podcasts and exploring the food in 
London.  
In my first year at LSE, I struggled to adjust to life at university 
especially in terms of finding friends and managing the workload 
while taking care of my mental health. Sometimes, it can make a 
world of difference to simply have someone to talk to- I would 
love to be that person to you, so feel free to reach out if there is 
anything at all that you want to talk about or if you simply want 
have a friendly chat with a fellow LSE student. 
A.K.Bijo@lse.ac.uk 

 

 

 Hi! I’m Wei Chee, a third-year BSc Accounting and Finance 
student. I grew up in Hong Kong and studied there all my life 
before coming to LSE, so I can empathise if you feel homesick or 
are experiencing culture shock. Having stayed at Rosebery for the 
last two years, I’m also happy to support you with any issues in 
halls.  
 
I enjoy being around people (and cats) and getting to know them 
deeply. Whether you’d like to talk about any difficulties you’re 
facing or just want a casual conversation, I’m here to listen!  
 
W.Leung7@lse.ac.uk 
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Hi, my name is Aisha and I’m a second year undergraduate 
student. I study Politics and International Relations. I’m from 
Cheshire but I recently moved to Bahrain. I spent my first year at 
Carr Saunders Hall and am now President of the Halls committee 
there.  
 
My hobbies include playing lacrosse and going on walks. 
Please do get in touch if you want to talk. 
 
a.assem@lse.ac.uk  

 

 

 

Hey there!  

I’m Naveen, a third year International Social and Public Policy 
with Politics student from Singapore. I will be staying at Rosebery 
Hall and love trekking, reading and binge-watching Netflix in my 
free time!   

If you ever need to talk about anything, I’m always available for a 
chat, walk or a coffee. In fact, even if you don’t, please hit me up 
– I’ve spent my first year studying remotely and am new to 
London!  

n.venkatanarayanan@lse.ac.uk 
 

 

 

HI, I‘m Sarah. I am Nigerian and raised in North London. I am in 
my 2nd year and I take International Relations.  
I will be staying at Urbanest Westminster. I love reading , anime ( 
massive JOJO fan ) making Spotify playlists and making digital art.  
I understand how lonely and intimidating both the social and 
academic side of LSE can be. Additionally,  I understand the 
struggle of feeling like an imposter due to your background.  
 
Please do get in touch if you’d like to talk about anything, I’m 
here to listen , help and be a friend. 
 
E.Onifade1@lse.ac.uk    

 
 

 

 Hello! I'm Jing Jing from Singapore.  
 
I am going into my third year studying BA History. In my free 
time, I love to binge-watch shows, go on walks, and head 
out to eat.  
Feel free to contact me if you want to talk/discuss 

anything! 😊 

 
J.Yong1@lse.ac.uk  
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Hi, my name’s Abi and I’m a second year Philosophy, Politics and 
Economics student. 
In my free time, I love netball, baking and I’m trying (slowly) to 
learn to play guitar. 
 
Please don't hesitate to get in touch if there’s anything at all that 
is bothering you or you would like to chat about, big or small. 
 
a.k.orourke@lse.ac.uk  
 

 

 
Hi! My name is Yunzhi (Cecilia). I'm in my final year studying 
Psychological and behavioural science. I'm from China, and I 
totally relate to issues including culture shock, homesickness, and 
academic pressure! I enjoy sports, music, and hiking! Everyone 
goes through hardships, and you are never alone! If you have any 
worries, want to chat, or need someone to listen to, here is a 
safe, non-judgemental and confidential space :) Please don't 
hesitate to contact me! 
Y.Shi51@lse.ac.uk  

 

Hi! I’m Divyani from Essex and am in my second year studying 
Anthropology and Law. 
  
I enjoy solo travel (or any kind of travel), baking, and watching tv 
shows. 
  
I’m always down for a chat (I know the best food places) about 
anything - serious or not so feel free to reach out! 
 
d.jethwa@lse.ac.uk  

 

Hi! I’m Hannah, I’m a second year from Cambridge studying 
politics and philosophy.   
If you’re queer, speak German, or like to crochet then we already 
have something in common!  
I’d love to speak to you about anything you’re going through, so if 
you need some advice or just someone to listen then please get in 
touch! 
 
H.E.Gillot@lse.ac.uk  
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Hi Everyone!  
My name is Anna, and I'm a third-year BSc Economics student. 
I'm originally from South Korea but grew up all over the place -- 
I'm a TCK! India, the USA, and Singapore, just to name a few.  
 
I have yet to develop a solid hobby, but for now, in my free time, I 
binge watch Netflix, go on self-dates, and take my friends on 
walks.  
 
Please feel free to reach out to me if you’d like to chat about 
anything! 
 
C.Bae@lse.ac.uk 

 

 Hey! My name is Rachitha and I’m a second-year BSc Economics 
student from India. In my free time, I love reading books, 
watching mystery movies and going on spontaneous walks 
around London!  

The workload and competitive nature at LSE can be 
overwhelming at times and as an international student, I can 
totally relate to feeling a little lost and homesick when you first 
arrive. If you’re struggling just know that things will most 
definitely get better and reaching out for support can go a long 
way! I’m more than happy to arrange a chat to talk about 
anything that’s bothering you and we can figure it out together :)   
R.Raghuram@lse.ac.uk 

 

I’m Amit, a second year Law student from Cambridge. In my free 
time, I enjoy pretty much all things music and tennis, going on 
walks to clear my head, and binging the newest Netflix release or 
Disney+ Marvel show! 
 
If you ever need to talk, I’m down to chat, go for a coffee or really 
whatever you’d like! Even as a simple distraction, feel free to hit 
me up and I’ll be glad to accommodate :)  
 
a.r.pandya@lse.ac.uk 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 Hello! My name is Amy, and I am in my third year studying BSc 
Accounting and Finance. I was born and raised in the UK, and I 
live off-campus in London, so I understand some of the difficulties 
of trying to be involved in the LSE community when outside of 
halls. 
 I am a part of the LGBT+ community, and volunteer as an 
ambassador for the LGBT+ charity Just Like Us. In my spare time, I 
read, watch YouTube, and volunteer as a GCSE maths tutor.   
 
Feel free to get in touch with me about anything, whether you 
are going through any difficulties or just want a chat!  
 
A.Cheung3@lse.ac.uk  
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Hi! I’m Saachi and I’m a second year Psychological and 
Behavioural Sciences student from India. I stayed at Bankside my 
first year and will now be at Urbanest Westminster. Being an 
international student, I have experienced feelings of 
homesickness and budgeting while trying to meet new people 
and understand the pressures of being a student at LSE. In my 
free time, I love to read romcoms, go on walks, binge watch 
shows and listen to Taylor Swift.    
 I’m almost always on campus and happy to talk about anything 
big or small from friends and family to academic pressure. Feel 
free to reach out for a coffee, a walk or even just to hang out :) 
s.sabnis@lse.ac.uk  

 

 

 

 
Hi! I’m Xingzhi (Alyssa) and I’m a third-year student in Bsc 

Sociology. I love walks and musicals, I also love trying and cooking 

different foods!  

I grew up in Beijing, China, and I have been studying alone in 

London since 2019, so I understand the feeling of being in a new 

place with all sorts of difficulties. 

Feel free to contact me if you need any talk and support. You do 

not have to face your difficulties alone! I’m here to listen. 

 

X.Ma31@lse.ac.uk 

 

Hi, I'm Sophia and I am a second year Environment and 
Development student from France. 
 
I enjoy reading, walking around London to discover new spots 
and changing hobbies every couple of weeks. 
 
Don't hesitate to contact me if you want to talk about whats on 
your mind, I'm always up for a walk, coffee or whatever format 
you prefer! 
 
S.M.Tuwebti@lse.ac.uk  

 
 
 

 
Hi, my name is Jingyu Ruan. I'm entering my second year, and I'm 
studying sociology.  
 
My hobbies are walking, lying down in the park, dancing, etc. 
 
 I've also felt sad about cultural differences, and I've also felt I 
suffer because of second language learning, but now that's 
getting better. Feel free to contact me if you need any help 

 

j.ruan6@lse.ac.uk 
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Hey! I’m Leon, a second year International Relations and History 
student currently staying at Carr-Saunders. My free time is spent 
reading, writing music, and at the gym.  
  
LSE is challenging and overwhelming, particularly given the last 
two years, especially on top of any personal problems, family 
difficulties, and any other complications, big or small. I’m a big 
believer in the power of talking and sharing, so I’m always up for 
a chat or a coffee, whatever works. Get in touch :) 
 
l.madakbas@lse.ac.uk  
 

 

 
 

Hi! My name is Grishma, I am a third year student studying 
International Social and Public Policy and Economics. I am also 
the secretary for Hindu society this year. I was born in India but 
grew up in North-West London. Besides academics, I enjoy 
cooking, baking birthday cakes and travelling.  
 
Whilst LSE has felt like a warm and welcoming place for me, I 
know that from time to time we all can feel lonely, stressed or a 
bit down. At this point having someone to talk to or just an ear to 
listen to you can be helpful. As a peer supporter I am here to 
listen and talk to you, whilst maintaining confidentiality. Feel free 
to email me or find me around campus :)  
g.bhavsar@lse.ac.uk 
 

 

 
 
 

 
Hi, I’m Selena, a second year Management student at LSE. 
 
I was born and raised in China. In my free time, I enjoy restaurant 
exploration and aimless walking in London. For sports, I do 
badminton, table tennis, jump rope, and gym! My interests also 
extend to art and drama, so basically I’m curious about 
everything. 
 
I consider myself as a very open-minded listener with a warm 
heart. Please feel free to get in touch if you want to talk about 
anything!  
 
y.wei41@lse.ac.uk 
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"Hey! My name is Siumi, and I am a second year BSc Politics and 
Economics student from Sri Lanka. As an international student, I 
understand how overwhelming it can be to move to a new city, 
country, and even continent. 

 Coming from a culture where the topic of mental health is 
shrouded in taboo, I learned through my friends at LSE that 
reaching out for help was a sign of strength, not weakness. 

 I'm happy to talk about anything related to family, culture, 
friends, relationships etc. and hope to make your uni life a little 
less stressful. If grabbing a coffee or a mental health walk along 
the Thames is what you need, I’m your girl! J 

s.abeywickrema@lse.ac.uk  

 
 

 

 
Hi, my name is Rebeka, I come from Slovakia and I am going into 
my third year of BSc Psychological and Behavioural Science. 
Besides that, I am an Off-Campus Supporter and the Treasurer of 
the LSESU Equality in Education society.  
 
In my first year, I lived at Bankside and in my second year, I’ll be 
living at Sidney Webb House. In my free time, I enjoy walks 
around London, reading or catching up with friends. Don’t be 
afraid to contact me with any concerns you might have or even if 
you just want to chat. Can’t wait to talk to you! 
 
r.privoznikova@lse.ac.uk  
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